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Krech Ojard & Associates offers a highly capable multidisciplined team that provides the professional services
needed
to
deliver
successful
transportation
facilit y
improvements. Our team provides multidisciplinar y planning,
engineering and program and construction management
services for all t ypes of transportation projects.
From local initiatives to some of the largest and most complex
projects, KOA professionals are involved in:
Bridges
Highways
Ports, Marine & Intermodal
Rail
Personal Rapid Transit
Shared Use Trails
Our multi-disciplinar y, team-based approach provides
comprehensive services, addressing ever y aspect of a project.
With our number one goal being able to respond to the
needs and concerns of our clients, our Engineers and other
professionals provide cost-effective, real-world solutions to
the most unique and challenging projects. From commercial
and industrial to highway design projects, our clients have
trusted Krech Ojard & Associates to provide creative
engineering solutions since 1984.

CTH C Douglas County, Wisconsin

STATE HIGHWAY 13
Red Cliff, Wisconsin

This project started out as assisting the Red Cliff Band
of Lake Superior Chippewa with the project planning,
ARRA funding submittal, and project design for their
TE portion of the project. Then after several meetings
involving Tribal, WisDOT and BIA representatives,
WisDOT requested Krech Ojard to develop a design and
prepare plans for its planned improvement (WisDOT’s
project (8160-14-71)) to the roadway and combine the
roadway improvement plans with the Tribe’s ARRA TE
Project (8510-00-70) into one project that addressed
all proposed improvements within the project limits. This
marriage of two separate projects demanded a high
degree of coordination and communication between all
parties involved due to the condensed time frame (4
months) to go from concept to Final PS&E in order to not
jeopardize the source of project funding.
The final project involved design of pedestrian and
shared use trails, trail and roadway signage, trail lighting,
landscaping and beautification features, and roadway
improvements including a comprehensive storm sewer
system for the corridor, pavement replacement (full depth
mill and paving of 5” HMA), and addition of raised center
medians and left turn lanes. Project maintained local and
destination traffic to the band’s casino in Red Cliff, while
through traffic on STH 13 was detoured. Project required
sign replacement and pavement markings on STH 13 and
on the detour route as well.

US HIGHWAY 2
RECONSTRUCTION
CTD D - CLEVEDON ROAD

WISDOT
NORTH 28TH STREET
RECONSTRUCTION

WEST THIRD STREET
19TH AVE WEST TO
CARLTON AVE

Douglas County, Wisconsin

Superior, Wisconsin

Duluth, Minnesota

The roadway improvement
project involved milling and
overlaying from CTH D to Clevedon Road (9.3 miles) with full
reconstruction for intersection improvements at CTH P and CTH
F. The improvements included widening to allow for dedicated
right and left turn lanes, new curb and gutter, and new storm
sewer. Other minor intersections were improved with new curb
and gutter and larger radii. All work was done in stages with
temporar y widening or flagging to allow USH 2 to remain open
to traffic.

Designed and managed the construction of sidewalk, curb cuts
and pedestrian ramps along the south side of North 28th St from
Weeks Ave to Catlin Ave. Modifications to the storm sewer system
were made with this project. The Superior Senior High School and
its athletic facilities are located in the immediate project area, as
are several residential units. This project involved coordination with
the City of Superior and residences along 28th Street.

The city of Duluth retained Krech Ojard to design and manage
the reconstruction of West Third Street, from 19 th Avenue West
to Carlton Avenue. The project involved development of full
plans, specifications, and estimates, as well as construction
management services for the reconstruction and street
improvements for fifteen blocks in the Lincoln Park neighborhood
of Duluth. The project required design and provisions for
general street reconstruction and intersection geometrics, traffic
signals, utility replacements (sanitary and water services), storm
and sanitary sewer replacement, ornamental street lighting,
landscaping, construction phasing, construction management
and traffic control.

NORTH SHORE SCENIC RAILROAD
KNIFE RIVER BRIDGE REPLACEMENT
Knife River, Minnesota

Scenic Highway 61 located bet ween Duluth and Two
Harbors, Minnesota runs parallel to the railroad and
crosses under the rail line just south of Knife River. The
reversing horizontal curves of the under passing highway
required advisor y speed limits, and during inclement
weather, the bridge’s concrete abutments were struck by
vehicles and snowplows alike. Vertical clearance at the
bridge was also limited to 13’-8”.
The solution was to replace the bridge and realign the
highway.
Softening the reverse curves required
increasing the skew of the bridge from 42 degrees to
64 degrees. Increasing the vertical clearance under
the bridge required lowering the roadway profile. Sight
distance through the bridge was also improved by
lengthening the bridge to three spans and lengthening
the center span to 67 feet.
Since this stretch of roadway was on the south end of
the town of Knife River, it was requested that the project
construct curb and gutter for the length of the project to
create a feeling of an urban setting, therefore suggesting
slower speeds to the traveling vehicles. The conversion
of a rural roadway to an urban roadway cross section
with curb and gutter required the construction of storm
sewer.
Wide paved shoulders provide refuge to
bicyclists, pedestrians, and rollerbladers that frequent
this stretch of highway known for its views of Lake

DEDHAM ROAD
BRIDGE
OVER NEMADJI RIVER
South Superior, Wisconsin

Served as construction project engineers for the construction of
a concrete slab span bridge to replace a failing metal girder
suspension bridge over the Nemadji River. Bridge approaches
and river bank stabilization services were also performed during
the update. What was once a closed, or limited one-lane
questionable access across the Nemadji River, is now a safer
and more visually pleasing connection. The new bridge helps to
salvage a road in South Superior that local residents have been
without for years.

NORTH SHORE
SCENIC RAILROAD
32ND AVENUE EAST
BRIDGE REPLACEMENT

BRIDGES AND
APPROACHES
WISDOT, DOUGLAS
COUNTY & MNDOT

Duluth, Minnesota

Various Locations in Wisconsin & Minnesota

Provided design, planning, specifications, construction
management and inspection for the replacement of the
North Shore Scenic Railroad Bridge over 32nd Avenue in a
residential neighborhood in Duluth. Coordinated efforts with
the Cit y to ensure the new design avoided conflict with existing
street grades and public utilities. The new bridge was designed
with appropriate architectural features to blend with the
aesthetics of the surrounding neighborhood. Provided
topographic survey, structure design, agency coordination,
plans and specifications, and construction administration,
inspection, and oversight.

Krech Ojard has worked in conjunction with numerous entities of
state and local government on projects related to bridges and
approaches. Our efforts have included design and construction
management of several local road, count y trunk, and state road
bridges in the northern counties of Wisconsin and Minnesota.

CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY
SAUNDERS RAIL REALIGNMENT
Superior, Wisconsin

The CN Railway engaged Krech Ojard & Associates to
devise a plan that would reconfigure the layout of its existing
corridor track to increase the speed at which corridor
trains could pass through the junction. Complicating
matters was the fact that the UP, CP, and BNSF Railways
also have routes that pass through Saunders Junction.
As this project was located on CN’s mainline bet ween
International Falls and Chicago, and carried an
average of 20 trains a day, the project required a
phased implementation to construct modifications within
standard work blocks; thus minimizing operating costs
to CN.
KO provided topographic survey, route layout, phasing
plan, environmental permit coordination, plans and
specifications, and construction administration as well
as inspection/oversight.

CANADA CHROME
CORPORATION
NEW 210 MILE (338KM)
RAILROAD STUDY
Northwest Ontario, Canada

Krech Ojard was hired by the Canada Chrome Corporation
to recommend a route and to produce a feasibility study
for a 210 mile (338km) rail line in Northwestern Ontario, Canada.
The $2 billion (USD) rail project, the largest in North America
in nearly 50 years, is planned to provide service and a means
to haul the massive chromite deposits in the Ring of Fire area to
market. With a potential mine life over 100 years, the proposed
rail line is the critical infrastructure for the development and support
of the entire Ring of Fire mineral region.

HUSKY ENERGY SPUR
EXTENSION
Superior, Wisconsin

CN RANIER YARD
CUSTOMS INSPECTION
FACILITY
Ranier, Minnesota

Developed a plan to ship High Sulfur Diesel product by rail in large
tank cars. Ultimately the project evolved to encompass 7600’ of
new track and a spill catchment and underground containment
system at the loading facilit y. The project reconfigured some of
the existing railroad tracks, and developed a construction staging
plan that allowed full use of the existing tracks until the time
that the new tracks could come into service. Coordinated with
BNSF Operations to enhance serviceabilit y of the new facilit y.
Also provided construction administration services, construction
surveying and staking, and prepared and solicited proposals for
all switching and car handling.

Designed rail yard track extensions, dedicated inspection
track, and laydown yard to facilitate inspection of multi-modal
container cars inbound from Canada. New track construction
required an engineered embankment to bridge the underlying
soft clay soils, and maintain a stable road base. Provided
topographic survey, route layout, phasing plan, environmental
permit coordination, plans and specifications, and construction
inspection/oversight.

I-35 MEGA PROJECT
Duluth, Minnesota

The I-35 Duluth Mega Project consisted of repair and
upgrading a portion of the 220 mile interstate highway
closest to its termination in Duluth, Minnesota. The
upgrades were necessar y for increased safet y and
reduced maintenance.
Krech Ojard’s Civil Engineering Group provided
construction management for this vast project for the
Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT).
• Replaced pavements
• B ridge work: including replacement of three fracture
critical bridges
• Replaced barriers/added shoulders
• Improved drainage
• 
Fiber optic installation for improved emergency
communications

USH 53
RECONSTRUCTION

CTH C RESURFACING
Douglas County, Wisconsin

Spooner to Trego, Wisconsin

STH 70 (ARRA)
WISDOT NORTHWEST
REGION
Burnett County, Wisconsin

Responsible for services related to the WisDOT reconstruction of
roughly five miles of USH 53 from Spooner to Trego in Wisconsin.
The project included concrete pavement replacement, asphalt
shoulders, sign replacement, pavement markings, electrical
FTMS signs, beam guard replacements, and installing median
crossovers. This was a locally funded project by WisDOT.

Served as Project Engineer and site inspector during construction
and represented WisDOT. One problem area included a “Frost
Heave” section that had a history of freezing ground water causing
bumps in roadway during winter months. During construction it was
decided to excavate an additional four feet in areas to find ground
water. From the additional excavation, the engineers discovered
an underground natural spring running diagonally across road. The
solution involved installing a six inch underdrain and sloped native
clay below base materials two percent over 600’ of roadway
to allow proper drainage to prevent further issues with the road
heaving. The project was funded by the American Recovery &
Reinvestment Act Stimulus. (ARRA)

Hired as construction project engineer for the resurfacing of
12.07 miles of STH 70. The project was funded by the American
Recover y and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). The project consisted
of resurfacing of the highway and improvements to a wayside
rest area. Work included asphalt milling, HM A pavement,
sign replacement and permanent pavement markings.
The services provided included full-time site representation,
material testing of base aggregate, full service construction
management including quantit y calculations, submission of
payment estimates, and project finals. The project was the
recipient of the Region’s Excellence in Asphalt Paving Award
for 2010.
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